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Moderated by a director, laypeople and students assume the role of quanta and enact a quantum
cryptographic protocol. The performance is based on a generalized urn model capable of
reproducing complementarity even for classical chocolate balls. © 2006 American Association of Physics
Teachers.
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I. BACKGROUND

Quantum cryptography is a relatively recent and very ac-
tive field of research. Its main characteristic is the use of
individual particles for encrypted information transmission.
Its objective is to encrypt messages or to create and enlarge a
set of secret equal random numbers between two spatially
separated agents by means of elementary particles, such as
single photons, that are transmitted through a quantum chan-
nel.

The history of quantum cryptography dates back to around
1970 to the manuscript by Wiesner2 and a protocol by Ben-
nett and Brassard3–7 in 1984, henceforth called BB84. Since
then, experimental prototyping has advanced rapidly. With-
out going into too much detail and just to name a few ex-
amples, the work ranges from the first experiments carried
out at the IBM Yorktown Heights Laboratory by Bennett and
co-workers in 1989,6 to signal transmissions across Lake
Geneva in 1993,7 and the network in the Boston area which
has been sponsored by DARPA since 2003.8 In a much pub-
licized spectacular demonstration, a quantum cryptographic-
aided bank transfer took place via optical fibers installed in
the sewers of Vienna.9

Quantum cryptography forms an important link between
quantum theory and experimental technology, and possibly
even industrial applications. The public is greatly interested
in quantum physics and quantum cryptography, but the pro-
tocols used are rarely made available to the layperson or
student in any detail. For an outsider, these subjects seem to
be shrouded in a kind of “mystic veil” and are very difficult
to understand.

In what follows, a play will be proposed which closely
follows quantum cryptographic protocols. It involves a mod-
erator, actors, and possibly spectators, and requires a couple
of properly colored chocolate balls �the chocolate is not es-
sential, but pleasant�. The coloring of the chocolate balls
follows a simple but effective generalized urn model intro-
duced by Wright10–12 to mimic complementarity. A general-
ized urn model is characterized by an ensemble of balls with
a black background color. Printed on these balls are color
symbols from a symbolic alphabet. A particular ball type is
associated with a unique combination of monocolored �no
mixture of wavelength� symbols printed on the black ball
background. Every ball contains just one single symbol per
color.

Assume further, some monospectral filters or eyeglasses

that are perfect and that totally absorb light of all other colors
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but a particular one. In this way, every color can be associ-
ated with a particular eyeglass and vice versa.

When one looks at a particular ball through such an eye-
glass, the only operationally recognizable symbol will be the
one with the particular color that is transmitted through the
eyeglass. All other colors are absorbed, and the symbol on
the ball will appear black and therefore cannot be differenti-
ated from the black background. Hence, the ball appears to
carry a different message or symbol depending on the eye-
glass through which it is viewed. We will present an explicit
example featuring complementarity, which is similar in many
ways to quantum complementarity.

The difference between the chocolate �black� balls and
quanta is the possibility of viewing all of the different sym-
bols on the chocolate balls by taking off the eyeglasses.
Quantum mechanics does not provide us with such a possi-
bility. On the contrary, there are strong arguments suggesting
that the assumption of a simultaneous physical existence13 of
such complementary observables yields a complete
contradiction,14–16 a result that has recently been experimen-
tally confirmed.17

The differences between the quasi-classical and the quan-
tum cases should be made explicit. The protocols used with
the quasi-classical chocolate ball model appear very similar
to the quantum mechanical ones. However, we should not
conclude that in the quantum domain there merely exist
some constraints on the measurements �such as the monocol-
ored glasses� that prevent us from perceiving the “real” pic-
ture. In the quantum domain, the simultaneous imprinting of
different symbols in different colors is impossible, in gen-
eral. This impossibility can be a very good starting point for
a better understanding of quantum systems and their differ-
ences with classical systems.

II. PRINCIPLES OF CONDUCT

To make quantum cryptography a real-life experience, we
have turned the quantum world into a drama in which actors
and a moderator present a quantum cryptographic protocol
on stage. The audience is actively involved in the presenta-
tion. If possible, the event should be moderated by a well-
known comedian or by a physics teacher.

The entire play is analogous to a surreal experiment:
Single quanta are not completely predictable. Their behavior
is determined by random events, and marked by the “noise”
that would accompany the public presentation of the quan-
tum cryptographic protocols. Therefore, the interference of
individual participants is even encouraged and not a defi-

ciency of the performance.
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Throughout the performance, everybody should have fun,
relax, and try to feel and act like an elementary particle in the
spirit of the meditative Zen koan. The participants might try
to feel like Schrödinger’s cat18 or like a particle simulta-
neously passing through two spatially separated slits. We
might contemplate how conscious minds could experience a
coherent quantum superposition between two states of con-
sciousness. However, this kind of sophistication is neither
necessary nor important for dramatizing quantum crypto-
graphic protocols.

Our entire empirical knowledge of the world is based on
the occurrence of elementary �binary� events, such as the
reactions caused by quanta in particle detectors yielding a
click. Therefore, the following simple syntactic rules should
not be dismissed as mere recipes, for even quantum mechan-
ics can be considered to be a sophisticated set of laws with a
possibly superfluous19 semantic superstructure.

III. INSTRUCTIONS FOR STAGING THE
PERFORMANCE

Our objective is to generate a secret sequence of random
numbers known only by two agents, Alice and Bob. To do
so, the following utensils will be required:

1. Two sets each of fully saturated eyeglasses in red and
green �complementary colors�.

2. An urn or bucket.
3. A large number of foil-wrapped chocolate balls �called

Mozartkugeln in Austria� or similar balls, each with a
black background imprinted with one red and one green
symbol �either 0 or 1� to be placed inside the urn. The
symbols can, for instance be prepared as color stickers
shaped in different geometries �e.g., circles and stars or
squares�. There are four types of balls, which are listed in
Table I. There are an equal number of each type in the
urn.

4. Small red and green flags, two of each.
5. Two blackboards and chalk �or two secret notebooks�.
6. Two coins.

The following actors are involved:

1. A moderator who makes comments and ensures that the
participants more or less adhere to the protocol as de-
scribed below. The moderator has many liberties and may
even choose to stage cryptographic attacks.

2. Alice and Bob, two spatially separated parties.
3. Ideally, but not necessarily, some actors who know the

protocol and introduce new visitors to the roles of Alice,
Bob, and the quanta.

4. A large number of people assuming the roles of the
quanta. They are in charge of transmitting the chocolates

Table I. Schema for imprinting of the chocolate balls.

Ball type Red Green

1 0 0
2 0 1
3 1 0
4 1 1
and may eat them in the course of events or afterward.
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In the performance, chocolates marked with the symbols 0
and 1 in red correspond to horizontally �↔� and vertically
��� polarized photons in quantum optics, respectively.
Chocolates marked with the symbols 0 and 1 in green corre-
spond to left and right circularly polarized photons, or alter-
natively to linearly polarized photons with polarization direc-
tions �z� and �{� rotated by 45° from the horizontal and
the vertical, respectively.

In the basic quantum key distribution protocol mimicked
here, Alice sends Bob a random sequence of polarized pho-
tons in four states belonging to two different conjugate bases.
�These four states correspond to the four different kinds of
balls; the two bases correspond to the two complementary
colors.� In the second phase, Bob chooses randomly and in-
dependently of Alice which one of the two different conju-
gate bases he wishes to use to perform his photon measure-
ments. �This choice will correspond to Bob’s choice of
colored eyeglass.� Bob then performs the measurements and
records both the results �corresponding to the symbols read
through the colored eyeglass� as well as his measurement
basis �corresponding to the color of the eyeglass� for each
photon. Bob then announces publicly the bases �colors� cho-
sen, but not the outcome of his measurements. Alice com-
pares these bases �colors� to the ones she used in sending out
the photons �balls�. They then publicly agree to use the
matching bases �colors�, thereby discarding all events in
which their bases �colors� are different, or in which Bob has
not received any photon at all. In a final step, they form a
�random� sequence by taking the succession of all of these
outcomes, coded in a binary alphabet.

In more detail, the protocol is as follows:

1. Alice flips a coin to chose one of the two pairs of glasses;
heads for the green glasses, tails for the red ones. She puts
them on and randomly draws a chocolate from the urn.
She can only read the symbol in the color of her glasses.
She writes the symbol she can read and the color used,
either on the blackboard or in her notebook. Should she
take off her glasses or look at the symbols with the other
pair, the player carrying the chocolate ball is required to
eat it at once.

2. After writing down the symbol, Alice hands the chocolate
to the quantum, who carries it to the recipient Bob. Dur-
ing this process, the chocolate could become lost and
never reach its destination �those with a sweet tooth
might, for example, not be able to wait and eat their
chocolate immediately�.

3. Before Bob can take the chocolate and look at it, he needs
to flip a coin to choose a pair of glasses. He puts on the
glasses and takes a look at the chocolate ball he has just
received. He, too, will only be able to read one of the
symbols, because the other one is imprinted in the
complementary color and appears black to him. Then, he
makes a note of the symbol he has read and the color
used. As before, should he take off his glasses or look at
the symbols with the other glasses, the quantum is re-
quired to eat the chocolate at once.

4. After the legal transmission has taken place, the quantum
may eat the chocolate ball just transferred from Alice to
Bob, or give it away.

5. Now Bob uses one of the two flags �red or green� to tell
Alice whether he has received anything at all and what
color his glasses are. He does not communicate the sym-

bol itself.
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6. At the same time, Alice uses one of her flags to inform
Bob of the color of her glasses. She also does not tell Bob
the symbol she identified.

7. Alice and Bob only register the symbol on a blackboard
or on a note if they both received the corresponding
chocolate, and if the color of their glasses �that is, their
flags� matched. Otherwise, they dismiss the entry.

8. The entire process �1–7� is repeated several times.

As a result, Alice and Bob obtain an identical random
sequence of the symbols 0 and 1 representing identical out-
comes. This random sequence can be interpreted as a “ran-
dom key” that could be used in a cryptographic application.
A more amusing application is to let Alice communicate to
Bob secretly whether �1� or not �0� she would consider giv-
ing him her cell phone number. For this task, only a single
bit of the sequence they have created is required. Alice forms
the sum s= i � j= i+ j mod 2 of her decision i and the secret
bit j, and cries it out loudly over to Bob. Bob can decode
Alice’s message to plain text by simply forming the sum
s � t= i of Alice’s encrypted message s and the secret bit
t= j shared with Alice, for j � t= j � j=0. This task is a ro-
mantic and easily communicable way of employing one-time
pads generated by quantum cryptography.

Alice and Bob compare some of the symbols directly to
make sure that there has been no attack by an eavesdropper.
Indeed, if the eavesdropper Eve is bound to one color and
cannot perceive both symbols imprinted on the balls simul-
taneously, then she will sometimes choose the wrong color,
which does not match Alice’s and Bob’s. If Eve digests the
chocolate after observing it �and does not merely retransmit
it�, she can only guess the symbol in the other color with a
50:50 chance. Thus, the new ball she has to send to Bob will
carry the wrong symbol in one-half of the cases, when her
color does not match Alice’s and Bob’s color. Hence, if Alice
and Bob compare some of their symbols, they could realize
that Eve is listening.

IV. ALTERNATIVE PROTOCOLS

There exist numerous possible variants of the dramatiza-
tion of the BB84 protocol. A great simplification would be
the total abandonment of the black background of the choco-
late balls as well as the colored eyeglasses. In this case, both
Alice and Bob simply decide by themselves which colored
eyeglasses to take and record the symbols in the color cho-
sen.

In the following, we will present yet another BB84-type
protocol within the context of the translation principle.20

First, Alice �the sender� defines one of two possible contexts
or colors; in this case, either red or green. Then, the receiver
Bob chooses another color, which is independent of Alice’s
choice. If the two colors do not match, a color �or context�20

translation is carried out by flipping a coin. In this case, there
is no correlation between the two symbols.

In this protocol, we use sets of two chocolate figures
shaped like 0 and 1, and uniformly colored in red and green,
as shown in Table II. An equal amount of each type of figure
is placed inside an urn. No colored glasses are necessary to
carry out this protocol.

The protocol is as follows:
1. First, Alice randomly draws one figure from the urn and
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makes a note of its value �0 or 1� and its color. Then she
gives the figure to one of the spectators carrying the fig-
ures.

2. The quantum carries the figure to Bob.
3. Bob flips a coin and chooses one of two colors.

�a� If the color corresponds to that of the figure chosen by
Alice and presented by the quantum, the symbol of
the figure counts and Bob makes a note of the symbol
and its color.

�b� If it does not correspond, Bob takes the result of the
coin he has just flipped and assigns heads to 0 and
tails to 1. This results in a randomization of the out-
come, just as in quantum mechanics. If he wishes, he
may flip the coin again and use the new result instead;
just to emphasize the distinction between the random
choice related to the type of measurement and the
random outcome.

In any case Bob writes down the resulting symbol and the
color.

4. The remaining steps correspond to the previous protocol.

With this protocol Alice and Bob, by keeping the symbols
in the matching colors, arrive at two identical random se-
quences on their sides. If chocolate balls are not readily
available, the advantage of this procedure over the protocol
involving black chocolate balls with red and green symbols
imprinted on them is that here only two arbitrary but differ-
ent geometric shapes of chocolate pieces in two different
colors are required.

V. FURTHER DRAMATURGICAL ASPECTS,
ATTACKS, AND REALIZATION

It is possible to scramble the protocol in its simplest form
and thus the encryption by drawing two or more chocolate
balls, with or without identical symbols on them, from the
urn at once; or by breaking the time order of events. This
would correspond to technological problems related to
implementations of quantum cryptography.

It is allowed to eavesdrop on the encrypted messages. For
the first protocol, every potential eavesdropper needs to wear
colored glasses. Note that no one �not even the quanta� may
take additional chocolates or chocolate figures from the urn,
which are identical to the one originally drawn by Alice. In a
sense, this rule implements the no-cloning theorem, which
states that it is not possible to copy an arbitrary quantum if it
is in a coherent superposition of the two classical states.

The most promising eavesdropping strategy is the man-in-
the-middle attack, which is often used in mobile phone net-
works. The attacker manages to impersonate Bob when com-
municating with Alice and vice versa. What basically

Table II. Color and geometry of the four chocolate figures.

Ball type Red Green

1 — 0
2 — 1
3 0 —
4 1 —
happens is that two different quantum cryptographic proto-
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cols are connected in series, or carried out independently
from each other. Quantum cryptography is not immune to
this kind of attack.

The first performance of the quantum drama we have
sketched took place in Vienna at the University of Technol-
ogy as a part of “Lange Nacht der Forschung” �long night of
science�. Experience showed that a considerable fraction of
the audience obtained some understanding of the protocol; in
particular, the players acting as Alice and Bob. The photo-
graph in Fig. 1 depicts a player trying to carry a chocolate
ball across a walkway. Most of the audience got the feeling
that quantum cryptography is not so cryptic after all.

For students of physics, the most important questions are
those related to the differences and similarities between
chocolate balls and quanta. It should be stated quite clearly
from the beginning that, although the quasi-classical proto-
cols resemble the quantum cryptographic ones, there are fun-
damental differences with regard to the quantum physical
properties and observables: It is not just sufficient to assume
that quantum properties are hidden by operational inaccessi-
bility, such as colored eyeglasses blocking the recognition of
symbols painted in the complementary color. In quantum
physics, the Bell-type, Kochen-Specker, and Greenberger-
Horne-Zeilinger theorems21 lead to the conclusion that cer-
tain observables do not have a defined value prior to their
measurement. The quasi-classical analogies discussed here
serve as a good introduction to the quantum cryptographic
protocols, and are also a good motivation and starting point
for considerations of quantum complementarity and value
indefiniteness.
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